Abstract. Multi-organ segmentation is a critical problem in medical image analysis due to its great value for computer-aided diagnosis, computeraided surgery, and radiation therapy. Although fully-supervised segmentation methods can achieve good performance, they usually require a large amount of 3D data, such as CT scans, with voxel-wised annotations which are usually difficult, expensive, and slow to obtain. By contrast, large unannotated datasets of CT images are available. Inspired by the well-known semi-supervised learning framework co-training, we propose multi-planar co-training (MPCT), to generate more reliable pseudolabels by enforcing consistency among multiple planes, i.e., saggital, coronal, and axial planes, of 3D unlabeled medical data, which play a vital role in our framework. Empirical results show that generating pseudo-labels by the multi-planar fusion rather than a single plane leads to a significant performance gain. We evaluate our approach on a new collected dataset and show that MPCT boosts the performance of a typical segmentation model, fully convolutional networks, by a large margin, when only a small set of labeled 3D data is available, i.e., 77.49% vs. 73.14%.
Introduction
Multi-organ segmentation of radiology images is a critical task which is essential to many clinical applications such as computer-aided diagnosis and computeraided surgery. Compared with other internal human anatomical structures like brain or heart, abdominal organs appear to be much more challenging due to the low contrast and high variability of shape in CT images. In this paper, we focus on the problem of multi-organ segmentation in the abdominal region (e.g., liver, pancreas, kidney, etc.).
Recent advances in deep learning [7] have brought great benefit to the biomedical imaging domain. Specially, fully convolutional networks (FCNs) [8] have been widely applied to many biomedical segmentation tasks such as neuronal structures segmentation [3, 4, 11, 14] , single-organ segmentation [12, 15] , and multiorgan segmentation [13] .
The methods mentioned above train their segmentation networks in fully supervised settings which require a large amount of labeled data. However, labeling medical images is extremely difficult, time consuming, and laborious, even for experienced radiologists. By contrast, unlabeled medical data are much easier and cheaper to obtain. How to make use of extra unlabeled data to train segmentation networks, i.e., training networks in semi-supervised settings, such as EM algorithms [9, 16] , is a promising direction to explore.
To this end, we propose an EM-like semi-supervised learning method under the co-training framework [2] , named multi-planar co-training, for multi-organ segmentation in CT images. Here, we take the fact that a CT volume can be reconstructed from different planes, i.e., saggital, coronal, and axial planes. Our goal is to use all the planes together to allow unlabeled data to augment labeled data. More specifically, multiple networks are trained on the multiple planes of labeled data separately, and then the network predictions from multiple planes are fused to generate pseudo-labels for the unlabeled data and thus enlarging the training set. This fusion module is able to generate more reliable pseudo-labels for unlabeled data than just using one plane. Benefited from this, our method outperforms other semi-supervised segmentation methods which are trained on each single plane separately.
Multi-planar Co-training
We propose multi-planar co-training (MPCT), a semi-supervised multi-organ segmentation method which exploits multi-planar information to generate pseudolabels for unlabeled 3D CT volumes. Assume that we are given a 3D CT volume dataset S containing K organs. This includes labeled volumes
and unlabeled volumes S U = {I m } The overall pipeline is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
Teacher model
We train the teacher model on the labeled dataset S L . By splitting each volume and its corresponding label mask in the saggital (S), coronal (C) and axial planes, we can get 3 sets of 2D slices , i.e., S
, V ∈ {S, C, A}, where N V is the number of 2D slices obtained from plane V . We train a 2D-FCN model (we use [8] as our reference CNN model throughout this paper) to perform segmentation from each plane individually.
Without loss of generality, let
denote a 2D slice and its corresponding label mask in S 
where p V i,k denotes the probability of the i-th pixel been classified as label k on 2D slice I V and 1(·) is the indicator function. We train the teacher model by optimizing L w.r.t. Θ by stochastic gradient descent.
pseudo-label generation
Given a well-trained teacher model {M V |V ∈ {S, C, A}}, our goal is to generate the pseudo-label {Ŷ m } M m=l+1 for the unlabeled data S U . We first make predictions on the 2D slices from each plane and then reconstruct the 3D volume by stacking all slices back together. Previous studies [6, 10] suggest that combining predictions can often improve the accuracy and the robustness of the final decision. Therefore, the fused prediction from multiple planes is better than any estimation of a single plane.
More specifically, we first adopt the "Vote Rule" to fuse the hard estimations by seeking agreement among different planes. If the predictions from all planes do not agree on a voxel, then we select the prediction for that voxel with the maximum confidence. Other rules [1] can also be easily adapted to this module. We do not focus on discussing the influence of the fusion module in this paper, but intuitively better fusion module should lead to higher performance. The final decision for the i-th voxel y i ofŶ m is computed by:
where V = arg max 
Student model
After generating the pseudo-labels {Ŷ m } M m=l+1 for the unlabeled dataset S U , the training set can be then enlarged by taking the union of both the labeled 
. The student model is trained on this augmented dataset S the same way we train the teacher model as described in Sec. 2.1.
The overall training procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. In the training stage, we first train a teacher model in a supervised manner and then use it to generate the pseudo-labels for the unlabeled dataset. Then we alternate the training of the student model and the pseudo-label generation procedures in an iterative manner to optimize the student model T times. In the testing stage, we follow the method in Sec. 2.2 to generate the final estimation using the T -th student model.
Experiments

Dataset and Evaluation
Our fully-labeled dataset includes 210 contrast-enhanced abdominal clinical CT images in the portal venous phase, in which we use a random split of 100/30/80 patients for training, validation, and testing. Our unlabeled dataset consists of 100 unlabeled cases. Each CT volume consists of 319 ∼ 1051 slices of 512 × 512 pixels, and have voxel spatial resolution of ([0.523 ∼ 0.977] × [0.523 ∼ 0.977] × 0.5)mm 3 . The validation set is used to determine the hyperparameters for training, e.g., training iterations. The metric we use is the Dice-Sørensen Coefficient (DSC), which measures the similarity between the prediction voxel set Z and the ground-truth set Y, with the mathematical form of DSC(Z, Y) = 2×|Z∩Y| |Z|+|Y| . We report the average DSC scores together with the standard deviation over all testing cases.
Implementation details
We set the learning rate to be 10 −9 . During each iteration, we train the teacher model for 80K iterations and the student model for 160K iterations. Similar to . We initialize the network parameters Θ by using the FCN-8s model [8] pre-trained on the PascalVOC image segmentation dataset. The number of iterations for the alternating training is set to 2, i.e., T = 2 in Algorithm 1. Table 1 compares the multi-organ segmentation performance of our proposed MPCT approach with two baseline approaches: supervised learning method which only utilizes labeled data for training ("supervised" in the table) and single-planar based semi-supervised learning approach that performs semi-supervised learning on each single plane separately ("SPSL" in the table). It shows that if the same number of labeled data is used, semi-supervised learning generally improves performance. Compared with the fully supervised setting, adding 100 unlabeled cases to 50 labeled cases by using SPSL increases the average Dice score from 73.14% ± 11.57% to 76.19% ± 10.56%, while using MPCT can boost the performance even further to 77.49% ± 9.92%. When there are more labeled data, i.e. 100 cases, the semi-supervised methods still obtain better performance than the supervised method, while the performance gain becomes less prominent. This is probably due to the fact that the ratio of unlabeled data to labeled data decreases. We believe that if more unlabeled data can be provided the performance should go up considerably. In addition, we find that our method outperforms both baselines, i.e., fully-supervised method and SPSL in every setting, which further demonstrates the usefulness of multi-planar fusion during co-training. We also show a visualization of one case in Figure 3 , which also proves that our proposed MPCT outperforms SPSL and even further outperforms the fully-supervised approach especially for some hard organs like small-bowel, which is also demonstrated in Table 1 . We find that our MPCT can boost the segmentation performance of some hard organs such as pancreas (5.54%), colon (8.60%), duodenum (9.89%), and veins (5.48%). This promising result indicates that our method distills a reasonable amount of knowledge from unlabeled data.
Results
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed MPCT for multi-organ segmentation in abdominal CT scans, which is motivated by the original co-training strategy to incorporate multi-planar information for the unlabeled data during training. We evaluate our approach on our own newly collected high-quality dataset. The results show that our method outperforms the fully-supervised learning approach by a large margin. In addition, our multi-planar based approach outperforms the singleplanar method, which further demonstrates the benefit from multi-planar fusion. We also show that our model can learn better if more unlabeled data provided especially when the number of labeled data is small. We believe that our algorithm can achieve even higher accuracy if a more powerful network backbone or an advanced fusion algorithm is employed, which we leave as the future work.
